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Universal surface scaling function for critical adsorption
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We present an accurate determination of the one- and two-phase universal surface scaling function which
describes critical adsorption at noncritical interfaces of critical binary liquid mixtures in the strong surface field
limit. The 95% confidence levels for this function are also determined. This function quantitatively describes
ellipsometric critical adsorption data for three upper critical and one lower critical binary liquid mixtures.
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PACS number~s!: 68.35.Rh, 64.60.Fr, 68.10.2m, 82.65.Dp
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For a binary liquid mixture, or even for a nominally pu
liquid ~which necessarily possesses some impurities!, ad-
sorption of the liquid component~or impurity! possessing the
lowest surface free energy occurs at all liquid/vapor a
liquid/solid interfaces. This preferential adsorption is a
found in the two-phase region of the liquid mixture, provid
a layer does not form at the interface@1#. The composition in
the vicinity of the interface will therefore vary with distanc
z away from the interface. Concomitant with this compo
tion variation mechanical properties, such as the local visc
ity and the mutual diffusion coefficient, will vary with dis
tance z near the interface. We therefore expect the fl
properties in porous media~important in oil extraction pro-
cesses!, the spreading properties of droplets, surface che
cal reactions such as electrolysis and catalysis, and the
meability of membranes to be significantly influenced by
presence of adsorption@2#. Adsorption also plays an impor
tant role in other areas of physics, such as the aggregatio
colloidal particles@3#. Before a quantitative understanding
the influence of adsorption on these diverse processes ca
obtained, the local variation in the composition with distan
z due to this preferential adsorption must be more comple
understood.

The adsorption profile exhibits surprising universal fe
tures near thecritical point of the binary liquid mixture@4#
and it is in this region of the phase diagram where adsorp
is most well understood. The adsorption is described by
Fisher–de Gennes~FdG! scaling theory@4# where a surface
field h1 determines the composition of the first molecu
layer immediately adjacent to the surface. The adsorp
structure varies away from the surface over a distance of
order of the bulk correlation length,j65j06t2n, where the
reduced temperaturet5uTc2Tu/Tc , n(50.632 @5#! is a
bulk critical exponent, and the1 (2) subscript refers
throughout this publication to quantities in the one-~two-!
phase region of the liquid mixture. The distancej6 , over
which the adsorption structure is correlated, obviously
verges as the critical temperatureTc is approached. The
local adsorption at a distancez(.0) from the surface~at z
50) is governed by the local order parameterm(z,t)
5wL(z,t)2wL(1`,0) wherewL(z,t) is the local volume
fraction of the lighter liquid component~L! andwL(1`,0) is
its critical volume fraction. FdG predict thatm6(z,t)
5M 2tbG6(z/j6 ,h1t2D1), where D1('0.5 @6#! and b
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(50.328 @5#! are critical exponents and the termM 2tb de-
scribes the shape of the coexistence curve for the bin
liquid mixture. The functionG6(x,y) is predicted to beuni-
versal with differing forms in the one- and two-phase r
gions. The functional form forG6(x,y) is not well under-
stood and only recently have experiments been designe
examine the dependence upon the surface fieldh1 @7#. In this
paper we are only interested in a limiting case of this fun
tion, for strong h1 fields, where sufficiently close toTc the
first few monolayers at the liquid/vapor surface are co
pletely saturated with the preferred component so t
m6(z,t) simplifies to

m6~z,t !5M 2tbP6~z/j6!, ~1!

whereP6(x)[P65G6(x,`) is again auniversal function
which assumes differing forms in the one- and two-pha
regions. This simpler situation is believed to occur most f
quently in nature.P6 is predicted to exhibit a power law
decay at smallx(!1) which crosses over to an exponent
decay at largex(@1) @8#.

It is extremely important to prove the existence of t
surface scaling functionsG6 and P6 because these func
tions form the very foundations on which surface critic
phenomena are built. Although FdG postulated their ex
tence many years ago it is not self-evident~at least to an
experimentalist! that such functions can be found becau
surface critical phenomena must compete with nonunive
long-range surface forces. In fact, up until now there is
evidence that a single universal function can be found wh
will quantitatively describe critical adsorption for many di
ferent systems. A number of different techniques have b
used to study critical adsorption at liquid surfaces. None
these techniques directly measures the local order param
profile m(z,t). Instead an integral overm(z,t) is measured
and therefore it is difficult to obtain direct estimates of t
functional form forP6 . A neutron reflectometry experimen
@9# has confirmed the power law behavior ofP1 at smallx
while analysis of a number of optical experiments has~i!
verified thez/j dependence ofP6 @10#, ~ii ! measured vari-
ous integrals overP6 @11,12#, and ~iii ! determined various
universal numbers which enterP1 @8,12,13#. However, the
form for P1 determined from several different experimen
@12# differs by more than 100% at intermediate values
5655 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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x(;1) ~Fig. 1, shaded region! and therefore these exper
mental determinations ofP1 cannot be claimed to fulfill the
universality requirement ofP1 .

It is very important to quantitatively determine the fun
tional form forP6 because this functional form will not onl
allow us to more clearly understand the local mechan
properties~e.g., local viscosity and mutual diffusion coeffi
cient! in the vicinity of an interface butP6 also forms a
‘‘limiting function’’ for many other important situations nea
a critical point of a binary liquid mixture. Specifically,~i! the
functional form ofG6(x,y), where the surface fieldh1 is no
longer large, can obviously never be quantitatively und
stood until the simpler functionP6 is determined precisely
~ii ! finite-size effects in critical films@4,14# cannot readily be
understood until the semi-infinite system, whereP6 is appli-
cable, has been determined, and~iii ! an understanding ofP6

is required before nonplanar geometries~e.g., spheres@15#

FIG. 1. Surface scaling functionsP1(x) and P2(x). Models:
P1 ~heavy solid line!, RG ~dashed-dotted line!, and MC ~dashed
line!. The 95% confidence levels for theP1 model~Table I! would
be barely discernible and have been omitted for clarity. In~a! we
additionally have the EP model~dotted line! and the experiment o
Zhaoet al. @9# ~light solid line!, while the shaded region represen
the variation in theP1(x) functions determined from various ex
periments by Flo¨ter and Dietrich@12#. In ~b! the P2(x) function
determined by Flo¨ter and Dietrich for the experiment of Ref.@28# is
also shown~light solid line!.
l

r-

applicable to colloidal particles! can be quantitatively under
stood. The purpose of this publication is therefore to dem
strate that one can find a universal functionP6(x) which
describes a number of different ellipsometric critical adso
tion experiments. The universal functional form forP6(x) is
determined to within a few percent and is compared with
number of other determinations forP6 .

According to our definition for the local order paramete
m(z,t), the universal surface scaling functionP6 must take
the limiting forms P1(`)50 and P2(`)51 in the bulk
liquid so that the order parameter is either zero or descr
the shape of the coexistence curve in, respectively, the o
or two-phase regions. At criticality, wheret50, we expect
the adsorption to remain finite~and nonzero! so thatm(z,0)
must lose its dependence upon the reduced temperatut;
this requirement implies that the smallx(!1) behavior for
the surface scaling function must beP6(x)>c6x2b/n where
c1 andc2 are universal numbers@4#. In general, this is the
first term in an asymptotic expansion for smallx where@16#

P6~x!5c6x2b/n1c16x~12b!/n1c26x~22b!/n1••• ~2!

andc16 etc. are universal numbers. Additionally, second
der phase transitions are continuous atTc , therefore, we
must haveP1(x)5P2(x) at t50 which requires that@16#

c1 /c25~j01 /j02!2b/n, ~3!

where the correlation length amplitudes have a universal
tio Rj5j01 /j02.1.96 @17#; a similar condition also holds
betweenc11 andc12 , etc. At largex(@1) theP6 functions
exhibit exponential decay which takes the general form@8#

P6~x!5P6~`!1P`6e2x1P16e22x1•••, ~4!

whereP`6 etc. are universal numbers.
Theoretical estimates for some of the universal coe

cients in Eqs.~2! and ~4! have been provided by renorma
ization group~RG! theory ~to order e) @16#, Monte Carlo
~MC! simulations@21#, and an interpolation scheme@12#; the
different methods of calculation only provide qualitativ
agreement with each other and with experiments@13#. In
addition the manner in which the asymptotic form at smax
crosses over to the asymptotic form at largex is not well
understood and the various estimates for the form of
crossover, in the region where it occurs nearx;1, differ
considerably~Fig. 1!. Liu and Fisher@8# have suggested vari
ousAnsätzewhich correctly possess the leading order ter
for small and largex. The most consistent form that the
suggest is perhaps the ‘‘exponential-Pade’’~EP! profile
which we discuss in more detail below.

Smith and Law@11# have shown how to determine th
universal numbers*P65*0

`@P6(x)2P6(`)#dx from ellip-

sometric data@ r̄(t)# collected at sufficiently large reduce
temperaturest. They deduced the universal numbers@22#

E P1[E
0

`

P1~x!dx51.9760.08, ~5!

E P2[E
0

`

@P2~x!21#dx51.6560.13 ~6!
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from a number of different critical liquid mixtures. At sma
t, the ellipticity r̄ must be determined by integrating Ma
well’s equations using a particular model for the interfac
dielectric profile«(z,t), which is related to the volume frac
tion wL(z,t) through the Clausius-Mossotti equation. In
later paper@13# Smith et al. also demonstrated that the no
malized value of r̄12 r̄bg1 , where r̄bg1 is a weakly
temperature-dependent background term, falls on an app
mate universal curve when plotted as a function ofj1 ~rather
than t); in this plot the value ofj1 , where r̄1 exhibits a
maximum, allows one to estimate the universal ratio@23#

c1 /P`150.7560.17. ~7!

The ultimate aim of theory and experiment is to determ
the universal functionsP6 so that once the system
dependent parameters@M 2 , j01 , wL(1`,0), and refractive
indices# are known then the critical contributions tor̄6(t)
can be determined for any given critical liquid mixture. Wi
this objective in mind we have reanalyzed the experime
data of Smith and Law@22#, using the following model for
P6 , which has been carefully chosen to exhibit the corr
scaling forms in the asymptotic regions@24#. At small x
(,x06) we retain all terms up to and including thex(12b)/n

term in Eq.~2! while for largex(>x06) we retain all terms
up to and including thee22x term in Eq.~4!. For simplicity,
we chosex015x025x0;1 @25#. In our model we have nine
unknown parameters, specifically,c6 , c16 , P`6 , P16 ,
and x0. These nine parameters are constrained by five n
essary constraints, that any physically reasonable sca
function must possess, and three experimental constra
The five necessary constraintsare the continuity ofP6(x)
and dP6(x)/dx at x5x0 and the continuity ofP6(x) at t
50 @Eq. ~3!#. The threeexperimental constraintsare*P1 ,
*P2 , and the ratioc1 /P`,1 @Eqs. ~5!–~7!#. We call this
model theP1 model @representing the fact that derivative
up to and including the first derivative ofP6(x) are continu-
ous#. The eight constraints leave only one free parameter,x0.
The application of these constraints, for determiningP6 , is
quite complicated; we plan to describe our procedure in
future @20#. For a particular value ofx0, we solve Maxwell’s
equations using theP1 model for«(z,t), to obtain the ellip-
ticity r̄P1(t) at a reduced temperaturet. This procedure is
carried out in both the one- and two-phase regions for
four critical binary liquid mixtures studied by Smithet al.

The average rms deviation ofr̄ for these four mixtures is
then calculated using the standard formulasr

5$( i 51
N @ r̄ i(t)2 r̄P1(t)#2/(N2n)%1/2 where r̄ i(t) represents

the experimental data,N(5400) is the total number of ex
perimental data points, andn(55) is the number of adjust
able parameters@26#. The crossover distancex0 is adjusted
until the minimum value forsr , denotedsr

min , is deter-
mined. Excellent agreement is found between theP1 model
and the four critical binary liquid mixtures~Fig. 2! for the
parameters given in Table I. If we assume that ther̄ data
collected from the four liquid mixtures represent the typic
agreement that one can expect between a good model foP6

and experiment thensr,P1
min 51.3831024 provides a measure

of the typical errors inr̄ due to measurement error, samp
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preparation, temperature stability, influence of small therm
gradients (<1 mK/cm for our experiments!, and knowledge
of the system-dependent parametersM 2 andj01 .

If we assume thatsr,P1
min is a good measure of thetrue

experimentalstandard deviation forr̄(t) then we can use the
P1 model and thex2 distribution to estimate upper an
lower 95% confidence levels@27#. According to this distri-
bution for the number of degrees of freedomy5N2n
5395 the reducedxy

251.12 at the 95% confidence leve
Accordingly we modify theP1 model, with the condition
that the necessary constraints must hold~but the experimen-
tal constraints do not necessarily have to hold!, by adjusting
c1 until xy

251.12 for fixedx0 andP`6 ~Table I!; similarly
we adjustP`6 until xy

251.12 for fixedx0 andc6 ~Table I!.

FIG. 2. Comparison of various critical adsorption models w
ellipsometric data. In this figure theP1 model~heavy solid line! is
compared with three upper critical solutions@aniline1 cyclohexane
~AC!, nitrobenzene1 hexane~NH!, and isobutyric acid1 water
~IW!# and one lower critical solution@2,6 lutidine1 water ~LW!#
where the experimental data are from Ref.@22#. The circles
~squares! are for the one-~two-! phase region. In~a! we also show
the EP~light solid line!, RG ~dashed-dotted line!, and MC models
~dashed line! for the AC mixture while the inset shows the residua

R5( r̄ i2 r̄P1)/sr,P1
min for the P1 model for all four mixures in both

the one- and two-phase regions. The agreement between the
RG, and MC models with experimental data for the mixtures in~b!
is similar @13,20#.
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TABLE I. P1 model paramters (695% confidence levels!.

c150.78720.015
10.009, c251.11620.022

10.012, P`150.95520.213
10.133, P`250.58420.160

10.351

c11520.242, c1250.169, P1151.482,P1250.486, x051.17,s (rho)
min 51.3831024
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The true surface scaling functionsP6(x) most probably lie
in the overlap between these two regions. The residuals
the P1 model@Fig. 2~a!, inset# demonstrate that this mode
provides an excellent description of the data.

TheP1 model fits the experimental data considerably b
ter than either the RG or MC models, Fig. 2~a! and Ref.@13#.
The P1 function determined from a neutron reflectome
experiment@9# lies further from theP1 model than the MC
curve @Fig. 1~a!#, therefore, this neutronP1 function will
provide worse agreement with the ellipsometric data than
MC model. One disadvantage of theP1 model is that it is
discontinuous ind2P6 /dx2 at x0. Our model can be system
atically improved by considering additional terms in t
asymptotic sequences@Eqs. ~2! and ~4!# and requiring an
appropriate number of higher derivatives to be continuou
x0, so thatx0 remains the sole adjustable parameter@20#. In
Fig. 2~a! we also show a comparison between the EP mo
and experimental data where we have required that only
~5! hold @20#. The agreement is good, however, the larg
value ofsr,EP

min 51.5531024 for the four liquid mixtures in-
dicates that theP1 model provides a better fit to the expe
mental data . The functionP1 , for the EP model, lies jus
outside the 95% confidence levels for theP1 model and
Sc
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possesses a very similar shape@Fig. 1~a!#. It appears there-
fore that the discontinuity ind2P6 /dx2 at x0 for the P1
model is relatively unimportant.

In this publication we have determined expressions for
universal surface scaling functionP6(x) ~Table I! which
describes critical adsorption at a semi-infinite, noncritical
terface of a critical binary liquid mixture, in the strong su
face field limit. This is a demonstration that the concept
surface universality, which predicts the existence of univ
sal surface scaling functions, holds despite the presenc
nonuniversal long-range surface forces. We have estim
the upper and lower 95% confidence levels forP6(x) ~Table
I! between which we believe the true surface scaling funct
must lie. Hopefully this accurate experimental determinat
of P6(x) will stimulate further theoretical developments
this field and assist in the study of weak surface fields (h1),
geometry-dependent effects on critical adsorption, as we
finite-size effects in critical films. We also believe that th
function P6(x) may be useful in understanding local m
chanical properties in the vicinity of an interface when pr
erential adsorption is present.
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